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 The earliest coins date back as long as 600 BC and were found by

archaeologists in the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus near Izmir in

Turkey.

 These ovular Lydian coins were made of the gold-silver alloy known as

electrum and bore the image of a lion’s head.

 The appearance of coinage was a revolutionary turning point in

people’s lives.

 Coins made the movement of goods easier and

 made it possible to connect distant parts of the World, and

 thereby it became one of the main drivers of economic and social

development.



 5000 BC Barter. Directly exchanging items in  early trade

 4000 BC Sumerian Cuneiform tablets..scribes record transactions on clay 
tablets, which can also act as receipts.

 600 BC Lydian gold coins… a mixture of gold and silver is formed into discs, 
or coins, stamped with inscriptions.

 600 BC Athenian drahma (they used silver)

 1553 Early joint stock companies in England begin to form companies in 
which investors buy shares (stocks) and share its rewards.

 1999 Euro…twelve join together to replace their national currencies with 
the Euro. Bank notes and coins are issued three years later.

 2000 onwards digital Money …..can now exist on computers.. Transactions 
can take place without any physical cash changing hands.

 2008 Bitcoin a form of electronic Money that exists solely as encrypted 
data on servers is announced. The first transacion takes place in.



 Money is worth only what someone else is willing to give you for
it.

 Credit as a word com from Latin “Credo” which means “I believe”. It
indicates that “trust” is the most important factor in all markets.

 The evolution of credit and debt was as important as any
technological innovation in the rise of civilization, from ancient
Babylon to present day Hong-Kong (Ferguson, 2009).



 FUNCTIONS OF MONEY

 Specific functions (mostly micro-economic)

 1. Unit of account (abstract)

 2. Common measure of value (abstract)

 3. Medium of exchange (concrete)

 4. Means of payment (concrete)

 5. Standard for deferred payments (abstract)

 6. Store of value (concrete)

 General functions (mostly macro-economic and abstract)

 7. Liquid asset

 8. Framework of the market allocative system (prices)

 9. A causative factor in the economy

 10. Controller of the economy



 There are different ideas-beliefs … whether Money is good or bad?

 Perhaps the most common claim with regard to the importance of
money in our everyday life is ‘money makes the world go round’.

 The biblical warning……. ‘the love of money is the root of all evil’,

 George Bernard Shaw….. ‘it is rather the lack of money which is the
root of all evil’.



 The ascent of money is taken as essential to the ascent of man.

 Thanks to financial innovation humanity moved from subsistence to
today’s prosperity.

 Lots of researchers try to find some plausible answers to “why
some countries are more developed than other” question. There are
different answers for this ranging from the quality of institutions,
geography to culture. Among many there is one unanimously
accepted reason.

 The countries who went far in first banking, bond markets,
corporate finance and made advances in insurance, mortgage
finance, consumer credits …..also went far in economic development
race too.



 Today money markets and financial markets are the
basic determinants of successful real economies.

 Everyone agrees that finance is indispensable to the
economy.

 The financial sector directs our savings (money) to the
most promising enterprises. Through this way it helps
the allocation and reallocation of the available funds.

 If financial instruments are used properly definitely
they will contribute to the dynamism of the economy
(Tirole,2017).



 Financial revolution preceded the industrial revolution.

 The rise of money and credit, the bond market, the international
finance, the rise of joint-stock (limited liability corporations), the
invention of derivatives, virtual or electronic and finally
cryptocurrencies have made the financial markets very complex.

 Started with the debt forgiveness of Hammurabi (1792-1750 BC),
continuing with bankrupt nations, bankrupt companies, black
Mondays, manias, panics, bubbles,

 we the human beings have become totally dependent on Money.





 Since the early years of the 1970s we observed
unprecedented volatility in the prices of commodities,
currencies, Real estate and stocks, and the frequency
and severity of financial crises.

 If the financial system is not used properly it may also
cause severe damages. The global money supply rose
from $25 trillion to $70 trillion in the seven years
before the crash of 2008 incomparably faster than the
growth of the real economy (Mason,2016).



 Then we experienced the 2008 crises which is named as «great
recession».

 Goldman’s flagship Global Alpha fund, which uses quantitative
strategies across a range of asset classes, has lost 27 per cent of
its value in this year.

 “We were seeing things that were 25-standard deviation moves,
several days in a row,” said David Viniar, Goldman’s chief financial
officer. “There have been issues in some of the other quantitative
spaces. But nothing like what we saw last week.”

 It was a pure black swan event.

 Even the Queen Elizabeth said ‘It is awful-why nobody see it
coming’.





 Frakenstein Finance

 Impatient finance; the quest for short term returns. Short-
termism

 Consumerism and debt culture

 Credit Card Nations:the economics of manic consumption

 Pigs with wings: debt:credit and 30:1 leverage: this means….. 30
million borrowed dollars in play for every million actually owned. The
cheaper the interest rate, the better is to use high leverage.

 Deregulated financial markets increase instability.

 And now we are witnessing the increasing interest in
cryptocurriencies.





 Almost everyone feels hostility against financiers who make
their living from lending money.

 There are several reasons behind this feeling.

 Unfair earnings, unethical practices, greed are some of them.

 In 2007 the Chief Executive Officer of Goldman Sachs received
$ 73.7 million in salary, bonus and stock awards which was
roughly two thousand times more than the average earning of an
American (Ferguson, 2009).



 According to Ferguson, poverty is not the result of rapacious
financiers exploiting the poor.

 The main reason of collapse is the lack of financial institutions and
banks. Without these institutions borrowers cannot escape from
loan sharks.

 Another reason of collapse could be ‘principal agent problem’.

 Return on Investment (RoI) and Return on Equity (RoE).

 Publicy listed companies came under pressure to restore their RoI
and RoEs.



 There is a need to reintroduce the concepts of ‘value’. (Mariana
Mazzucato-The Value of Everyhting).

 what constitutes value, and what distinguishes its creation from its
transfer, extraction, and destruction.

 Value Creation

 Value Transfer

 Value Extraction

 Value Destruction

 We need value creating productive businesses

 We need entrepreneurs who are taking risk and trying to create 
employment opportunities.
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